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sentences, short paragraphs, short articles, and to put everything
as far as possible in story form. Working from these premisses,
Newnes evolved a regular technique. He was a real inventor, and
discovered not a few devices that have since been employed on a
vastly greater scale. Thus he seems to have been the first to use
prize competitions as a means to increase the sales of a paper;
and he was the first to give his readers a free insurance, though
it was only a modest policy against railway accidents.  Alfred
Harmsworth, who entered his office in 1885 at the age of 20, was
the eldest son (by an Irish mother) of an impecunious barrister
with a very large family.  He had left school at 15 to struggle
in the humbler paths of journalism. How much work he did for
Newnes seems uncertain. But it is not disputed that through him
he became aware for the first time of the new public and how to
reach it. In 1888 he started the first paper of his own, a weekly
entitled Answers to Correspondents. It was based on the idea, that,
because a column thus headed was commonly one of the most-
read features in a paper, therefore a whole paper so constituted
would attract readers. This was a fallacy, and he might easily
have been ruined by it. But Harmsworth as a projector was for
nothing more remarkable than the rapid and ruthless correction
of his own mistakes. He had from the first put some matter of
Tit-Sits type in his paper; now he made that the staple, and came
out as a direct rival to Newnes. Even so his venture ran near the
rocks for about sixteen montlis, until the success of a prize scheme
—a pound a week for life for guessing the value of the gold in the
Bank of England on a given day—established it with a large cir-
culation. He proceeded in conjunction with his brother Harold1
(whose extraordinary financial genius supplied the chief business
gift which Alfred lacked) to add fresh ventures to it, and build
up a most lucrative business in periodicals supplying chatty un-
intellectual pabulum for uneducated minds.   Answers rose to
250,000 circulation, then deemed enormous, and five other little
papers were produced along with it, the most profitable, Comic
Cuts, being designed for schoolboys of the age at which the
Harmsworths were at school.
All this would have been but a minor influence if they had not
next used their sudden wealth to invade daily journalism. In
1894 Kennedy Jones, a Glasgow Irishman of semi-slum origin,
then employed as reporter on an evening paper, obtained a very
1 Since 1913 Lord Rothcrmerc.

